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 Radia Perlman's Interconnections is recognized as a leading text on networking theory and practice.  It provides authoritative and comprehensive information on general networking concepts, routing algorithms and protocols, addressing, and the mechanics of bridges, routers, switches, and hubs.  This Second Edition is expanded and updated to cover the newest developments in the field, including advances in switching and bridge technology, VLANs, Fast Ethernet, DHCP, ATM, and IPv6. Additional new topics include IPX, AppleTalk, and DECnet. You will gain a deeper understanding of the range of solutions possible and find valuable information on protocols for which documentation is not readily available elsewhere. 

 Written by the inventor of many of the algorithms that make switching and routing robust and efficient, Interconnections, Second Edition offers an expert's insight into how and why networks operate as they do. Perlman describes all of the major networking algorithms and protocols in use today in clear and concise terms, while exploring the engineering trade-offs that the different approaches represent. 

 The book contains extensive coverage of such topics as: 

	The spanning tree algorithm  
	The differences between bridges, routers, and switches  
	Virtual LANs (VLANs) and Fast Ethernet  
	Addressing and packet formats for IP, IPv6, IPX, CLNP, AppleTalk, and DECnet  
	Autoconfiguration of addresses; strategies in various protocol suites  
	Routing protocols, including RIP, IS-IS, OSPF, PNNI, NLSP, and BGP  
	Layer 3 multicast protocols, including IGMP, DVMRP, MOSPF, CBT, PIM, BGMP, Simple Multicast, and Express  
	Sabotage-proof routing  
	Protocol design folklore 


About the Author

  Radia Perlman's work has had a profound impact on the field of networking. She was recently featured in the 25th anniversary edition of Data Communications magazine as one of the 25 people whose work has most influenced the industry. She is the creator of the spanning tree algorithm upon which bridges (switches) are based, and the algorithms that allow robust and efficient link state routing, upon which all modern link state routing protocols (such as IS-IS, OSPF, and PNNI) are based. Radia designed IS-IS, Simple Multicast, and sabotage-proof routing. She is also co-author of Network Security: Private Communication in a Public World.  Both of her books were listed in the top 10 most useful networking reference books in the March, 1988 issue of Network Magazine. She is currently a Distinguished Engineer at Sun Microsystems, Inc.  She holds about 50 patents and a Ph.D. from M.I.T.  
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Ethical Hacking and Countermeasures: Linux, Macintosh and Mobile Systems (EC-Council Press)Cengage Learning, 2009

	The EC-Council | Press Ethical Hacking and Countermeasures Series is comprised of five books covering a broad base of topics in offensive network security, ethical hacking, and network defense and countermeasures. The content of this series is designed to immerse the reader into an interactive environment where they will be shown how to scan,...
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Adobe Digital Video How-Tos: 100 Essential Techniques with Adobe Production StudioAdobe Press, 2006
The Adobe Production Studio offers a complete post-production package that combines Adobe's video and graphics software with the timesaving integration and workflow features of Adobe Dynamic Link and Adobe Bridge. With the addition of Flash, videographers and filmmakers can bring their content to a rich, interactive presence on the Web as well. The...
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High Tech/High Touch: Technology and Our Search for MeaningNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2001

	The one great megatrend of the new millennium. In this important and timely book encompassing the key trends of our time, John Naisbitt, the world's foremost social forecaster and bestselling author, takes us on a compelling and kaleidoscopic tour of our contemporary 'technology immersion' and our accelerated search for meaning. High...
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Intermediate Statistics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2007
"style, language, layout,common sense, Minitab output, dire warnings,practicalities,examples,punchy headings and warmth of humour..." (MSOR Connections, Vol 8 No 1)    

       Need to know how to build and test models based on data? Intermediate Statistics For Dummies gives you the knowledge to estimate,...
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Cracking Codes with Python: An Introduction to Building and Breaking CiphersNo Starch Press, 2018

	Learn how to program in Python while making and breaking ciphers—algorithms used to create and send secret messages! 

	

	After a crash course in Python programming basics, you’ll learn to make, test, and hack programs that encrypt text with classical ciphers like the transposition cipher and Vigenère...
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Advances in Databases and Information Systems: 8th East European Conference, ADBIS 2004, BudapestSpringer, 2004


	This volume continues the series of proceedings of the annual ADBIS conferences

	in the field of advances in databases and information systems.




	ADBIS, founded by the Moscow ACM SIGMOD Chapter, was extended into

	a regular East-European conference in 1996 to establish a forum for promoting

	interaction and...
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